
V3
Double-Hung Window

Ÿ Fusion-welded frame and sash create strong, 

weathertight corners

Ÿ Dual weatherstripping virtually eliminates drafts for a 

more energy efficient home

Ÿ 7/8” insulated low-e argon glass helps save energy 

and helps reduce heating and cooling costs

Ÿ Grilles are sealed within the glass for easy cleaning

Ÿ Twin windows are made with a continuous, one-piece 

frame for improved strength 

Ÿ Colonial brickmold design for a traditional appearance

Ÿ Integral “J” channel allows for neat, easy trimming of 

exterior siding to the window

Features & Benefits:

The Series 3000 new construction double-hung 

window uses the latest window technology to 

make a strong, energy efficient window. As our 

premium new construction double-hung window, 

it is an ideal choice for many applications. Its 

beautiful brickmold design adds elegance to any 

home. Beneath its traditional appearance, this 

low-maintenance vinyl window is hard at work 

providing durable, energy efficient performance 

for comfort and beauty.

Premium New Construction Double-Hung Window 

V3 Series
Double-Hung Window



V3 Series Double-Hung Window Features
State-of-the-art window technology is hard at work providing durable, energy
efficient performance in a low-maintenance, vinyl new construction window

Fusion-welded

construction for

a strong, weathertight

window 

Grilles are sealed

inside the glass for

easy cleaning* 7/8” Insulated glass
with Intercept
Warm-Edge Spacer

R

Block and tackle

balance system

offers smooth,

reliable operation

True sloped sill

helps prevent water

from building up

in the sill and

leaking into

the home

Multi-chambered frame and sash provide

increased rigidity and energy efficiency

Vinyl is virtually

maintenance-free

never needs painting 

Hardware features

simple, unobtrusive

designs and is color

coordinated to blend

with the window

‘J’ channel type

siding return allows

for easy trimming

of exterior siding

See limited warranty for details 

Dual weatherstripping

provides an energy

efficient, weathertight

seal

Attractive colonial

brickmold profile 

Featured by
DP50 Max Size

36" x 72"

37 3/4" x 57 3/4"

*Also available

in Prairie Style

Energy Efficient in any Climate.
Silver Line products are ENERGY STAR® 
certified, which results in greater energy 
efficiency virtually anywhere you live, 
helping to reduce energy bills and make 
your home more comfortable year-round.

ASK ABOUT

ENERGY STAR
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